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This Spring Edition of our newsletter is packed with positive news, results of our Art and Storytelling competitions, The Castle
e-opening and an exciting Heritage Military Walk project but I think it is only right and proper to mention our sincere condolences
to Her Majesty The Queen on the sad passing of Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh,
who sadly died on Friday 9th April 2021. I have sent a sympathy message to the Royal
Family and registered it in the Book of Condolences.
“The Friends of Dover Castle send our deepest sympathy and heartfelt condolences on the
passing of Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh. He was truly someone who made Britain
Great and he will be sorely missed, not only by his family and friends, but by the whole
Nation and people across the World. Respectfully, Graham Hutchison, Chairman”
This image on the right was kindly sent to me by Ken Scott, the first General Manager of
Dover Castle under English Heritage. This was taken in 2000 when Prince Philip attended
at Dover Castle for the unveiling of the
Statue to Admiral Sir Bertram Ramsay,
who masterminded Operation Dynamo,
bringing 330,000 troops back to our shores
in 1940. Prince Philip’s links with the Royal
Navy are well known as he became one of
the youngest 1st Lieutenants at the age of
21 during active service in WW2 and became a
Captain and Commander so it was fitting he
conducted the unveiling. He left the Navy when
Princess Elizabeth became Queen in 1952.
Prince Philip was apparently born on the dining
room table in a villa on the island of Corfu, the
only son of Prince Andrew of Greece and Denmark and Princess Alice of Battenburg. The
surname Mountbatten derived from Prince Louis of Battenburg, Philip’s maternal grandfather who
changed Battenburg to Mountbatten (anglicised version of Battenburg) in order to renounce
German links due to anti-German sentiments in the UK caused by the 1st World War.
Prince Philip, I am sure, will chuckle at his cause of death …… Old Age !
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SAD NEWS HURST CASTLE
Many of our fortresses were designed and built around the coast to protect us from attacks from the sea and potential invasions.
Consequently, many are vulnerable to attacks from the sea itself and sadly this is what has happened at Hurst Castle along the South
Coast. As soon as I learned about this
tragedy, I contacted Barry Fudge of Hurst
Castle Trust to offer sympathy and find out a
little bit of what happened.
Roger Walker the Chairman of the Friends
of Hurst Castle thanked us for our letter of
concerns and sent these images showing
the damage which has been done, basically
part of the wing has collapsed into the sea fortunately no one was hurt.

Apparently, they have known about the
building’s vulnerability for some time but
surveyors did not believe a collapse was
imminent. English Heritage were actually
planning to do some protective work on this
part this year.
You may be aware that Hurst Castle is
managed on behalf of English Heritage by
Hurst Marine and the Friends of Hurst
Castle play a big part in supporting the
Castle. Hurst Marine are a family run
business and run ferry services to and from
the Castle as it is best accessed by boat
rather than a long coastal walk.
Hurst Castle dates from 1541 and was built
by Henry VIII as part of his large scale
coastal fortifications which included Motes
Bulwark at the foot of the cliffs under Dover
Castle.
As you can see from these images the sea
is very close to the rest of the Castle, so
urgent plans are vital to alleviate the risk of
further damage.
King Charles I , was imprisoned here before
being taken to London for execution in
January 1649 and would be exercised along
the spit - even though there was probably a
lot more beach than there is now, I bet it
was bleak in December 1648, when he
stayed here!
I am hoping to organise a trip to Hurst
Castle sometime soon - a lot depends on
Covid and safety at Hurst Castle itself. In
the meantime I will continue to offer our support and keep you updated as to developments.
Hurst Castle has it’s own website www.hurstcastle.co.uk
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FRIENDS OF DOVER CASTLE QUIZ ANSWERS

Round A: Dover Castle

1.
2.

Who was the first Constable of Dover Castle? Earl Godwine in 1050 (father of King Harold Godwinson)
What age is the oldest fortification/settlement still evident at the Dover Castle site? Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman, Saxon, or
Norman?
Iron Age hill fort (banks and ditches - about 800 BC)

3.

Who arrived at Dover Castle in October 1066 with devastating consequences for the inhabitants of the Saxon burgh?
William the Conqueror (or William the Bastard)

4.

Who was appointed Earl of Kent in 1067 and held Dover Castle as one of his main residences?
Odo, The Bishop of Bayeux, half-brother to William the Conqueror

5.

What two structures did the Romans build, one on the site of the old hillfort and one on the hill opposite (now known as the
Western Heights) to provide safe access to the Roman port of Dover?
A Pharos (or lighthouse) on both hills to guide shipping - The Pharos Roman Lighthouse AD43 still exists at Dover Castle but
only some remains exist at Western Heights - Bredenstone

6.

What is ‘Dumpy’?

7.

By the early 11th century an important Saxon burgh (fortified town) had grown on the site of today’s Castle. Which building re
mains from this period today?
The Saxon church of St Mary in Castro

8.

The stone castle at Dover was begun around 1180/1181, in the reign of which (Norman) King?
Henry II (1154 – 1189)

9.

What is believed to be the total cost of building Dover Castle between 1180 and 1189? (£1500, £3500 or £5500?)
Around £5500 (some quote £6000)

10.

What is the name of the limestone imported from France to build much of the Keep of Dover Castle? (Named from its place of
origin).
Caen Stone

11.

The technique of alignment of many small flints in the mortar of the castle to give it more strength is called what?
Galletting

12.

Historically what was the name given to Dover Castle (from the time of William the Conqueror) to reflect its strategic position at
the entrance to the Country?
‘The Key to England” or “The Lock and Key to the Kingdom’

13.

From Dover Castle’s secret war-time tunnels, who co-ordinated the rescue of British troops from the beaches of Northern
France in the second World War?
(Vice) Admiral (Sir) Bertram Ramsay

14.

In 1216 Prince Louis of France laid siege to the castle, who was the Constable at the time?
Hubert de Burgh

15.

Improvements to the defences of the castle were carried out after the failed siege of 1216, the most elaborate of which was a
new main entrance built in the 1220s. What is it called?
Constables Gate

16.

In which year did English Heritage take over the care of Dover Castle?

17.

On which part of Dover Castle might you find merlons and crenels?
On the battlements – the uprights (merlons) and gaps between them (crenels)

18.

In which year did Dover Castle become a Grade 1 listed building? (1954, 1964, 1974)

19.

Commonly known as the ‘Evacuation of Dunkirk’, what was its war time operational code name?

A deep Cold War tunnel complex under Dover Castle - one of the Regional Seats of
Government which would have operated in the event of a nuclear attack.

1984

March 1974

‘Operation Dynamo’
20.

What is the name of the popular science fiction series that filmed ‘Mind of Evil’ at Dover Castle in October 1970?
Doctor Who
SCORES
20 = You know your onions, well done; 15-19 Well done, consider yourself an expert, 10-14 Good - small cigar
5-9 = gallant effort but no cigar ! Below 5 - need to brush up on local history but thanks for trying.
Questions and answers by Anne Beachem
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ART COMPETITION WINNERS

The Competition Panel met recently and have chosen the winners and runners-up of our art competition. I’d like to thank all those
who took part - some of the paintings are excellent.
ADULT SECTION : - WINNER Tom Pain Constables Gateway in pencil

RUNNER UP Liz Hayes The Castle from Long Hill
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ART COMPETITION - continued
11 –18 WINNER Sophie Pierson Castle Knight

11 –18 RUNNER UP Ronan GORMAN
The Quiet Castle
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ART COMPETITION - continued

CHILDREN (U11) WINNER Eddie Hayes

CHILDREN (U11) Runner-up Edward Dimech
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We did not have a category for Schools or Groups but the panel were very impressed by this piece of artwork which is a painting by
Year 1 class at Guston Church of England Primary School, thanks to teacher Tracy Tee.
CHAIRMAN’S BLOG The Pandemic and subsequent lockdowns have perhaps hit the Tourism
industry hardest and even now as restrictions are beginning to be lifted, visitor attractions will still
have tighter rules until at least 21st June 2021.
I am proud that our Friends Association appears to have been far more pro-active than other similar
associations and those tied to English Heritage properties. Some have just ceased operating until the
lockdown is over, some have limited their interaction to just producing Newsletters. We have done so
much more with the aim of keeping people interested in the Castle, promoting and supporting as best
we can. I am not gloating, as other Friends Groups may have not had the freedoms we enjoy but I
am proud of what we have achieved despite lockdown. Our competitions, art and storytelling were
designed to help people in lockdown whilst supporting and promoting Dover Castle. The entries will
leave a lasting legacy for future generations.
Furthermore, I commissioned a local artist to paint an
original artwork to commemorate the 80th Anniversary
of the Battle of Britain which we felt was an important
anniversary as our coastline was known as Hellfire Corner during WW2. I also arranged an
Auction, Raffle and Exhibition at the Stembrook Co-innovation Centre in Dover which was
attended by the Town Mayor, who commented this was perhaps the first community event held in
Dover since the first lockdown was eased. We raised about £250, which is not a huge amount but
this event did keep us and the Castle in the public domain. I have continued publishing regular
newsletters, which have now included a Quiz.
At this point I should like to pay a tribute to Captain Sir Tom Moore who sadly passed away in February this year. He has been an inspiration to
many and his legacy will live on through the Captain Tom Foundation. To think that I had managed to persuade him and his family to visit the
Castle to attend a special Reception in his honour I
was trying to arrange last Autumn, but we were unable to
gain permission to use Constables Tower.
The
publicity and positivity resulting from such an event would
have been incredible for our local Community and
the Castle itself but unfortunately English Heritage had
insurmountable difficulties in granting access, which
we recognise and acknowledge, just a shame though.
English Heritage, as all similar organisations, have a
duty of care for the safety of all staff, volunteers and visitors
and Covid-19 has made this focus even more difficult
to achieve. It may not be until well into next year that things
can start getting back to normality. We will still be
here, working behind the scenes to achieve our charitable
objectives, so please keep updated by referring to
our website and social media. Graham Hutchison
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FRIENDS of DOVER CASTLE QUIZ
21.

Dover is one of the five original Cinque Ports - name the four others (Clue – one is not in Kent!)

22.

What name was given to the town of Dover to reflect the bombardment it received during the Second World War?

23.

Which English playwright, composer, actor, director, singer lived at St Margaret’s Bay from 1945 to 1951 before moving to
Jamaica?

24.

A private garden just below Dover Castle was the very first place in Britain to receive what on Christmas Eve 1914?

25.

What devastating event hit Dover in 1348/9?

26.

By what name was the Roman town and port of Dover known?

27.

What Roman feature is open to the public in Dover town today

28.

In Roman times what was a ‘hypocaust’?

29.

The ‘Maison Dieu’ was founded in 1203 by Hubert de Burgh for what original purpose?

30.

What does ‘Maison Dieu’ mean?

31.

‘The Pines Calyx’ at St Margaret’s Bay is a unique ‘eco’ building made of what?

32.

What is the name given to Dover to reflect its strategic position at the entrance to the Country (and identified today in the
name of a prominent seafront building)?

33.

In 1914 two ships, Livonian and Montrose, played a special part in the defence of Dover, what was it?

34.

During WW1 Dover became the base of which organisation set up to maintain vital sea communication with Northern
France and Belgium?

35.

Which two streets in the Tower Hamlets area of Dover share names with two medieval Constables of Dover Castle?

36.

What was the name of the Royal Navy Ship deliberately torpedoed and sunk by our own Navy in Dover Harbour in 1918?

37.

Which English poet wrote ‘Dover Beach’ in 1851?

38.

What was ‘The Classis Britannica’, based at Dover for much of the 2nd Century AD?

39.

What threat was expected to arrive in Dover on 9th August 1805?

40.

What was the name of the ancient hostelry in Queen Street, just inside the old town wall at Cow Gate, demolished in 1971
supposedly to make way for the new, York Street Bypass?

Questions supplied by Anne Beacham
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Round B: Dover - Town and Port

Dover Castle and Walmer Castle have been chosen to be part of a high Tech pilot scheme which is hoped will alert English
Heritage of performance issues in mechanical and electrical plant and also catch minor leaks before they become major problems.
Dozens of tiny sensors will discretely monitor environmental changes and the data will be analysed to highlight
areas where cost savings and efficiencies can be made.
This is a collaboration between Ecclesiastical Insurance, English Heritage and Shepherd a technology firm.
The data will be shared with University College London Institute for Sustainable Heritage.
Shepherd are already working with Ecclesiastical Insurance and English Heritage at Kenwood House to
reduce Insurance risks and operational and management costs.
It is hoped the annual maintenance costs of £15m for English Hertage’s properties can be reduced by 25%
Shepherd – www.shprd.com

Ecclesiastical – www.Ecclesiastical.com

English Heritage are launching Adventure Out! Games – Themed, Outdoor Games in Dramatic locations. These will be held at a
number of locations around England – the nearest one to us is the Reculver Towers, which will feature an Escape Room style game
played in the grounds of Reculver Fort. You will build a weapon and attack Saxon enemies, you will defend Reculver Towers, you
will solve puzzles and clues, interact with costumed characters – you have to book- adults are £14.50 and kids are £10.
There has been a settlement at Reculver for thousands of
years and it is thought it was large and important due to
various Iron Age discoveries, such as Gold coins. Of
course we know the Romans gave significant importance

to this area with the Roman invasion of 43AD which established them in
England. Julius Caesar had first landed at Ebbes Fleet (Ebbsfleet) 55 BC.
Get yourself off to Reculver to discover more and bring history to life in
these Adventure Out! Game themed days out for all the family.
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EXPERIENCE APPLICATION SUCCESS
The Interrreg Experiential Tourism Programme is quite possibly the last EU money we will receive following Brexit. The fund is
worth £23m to the UK and Kent has been chosen as one of the 6 regions to benefit from the funding and Visit Kent are key
Partners to deliver this. The programme runs for 4 years from 2019 until 2023 so our application was part of a 2nd phase of
applications. I submitted several ideas and am happy to report that one of them - a Heritage Military History Tour, encompassing
Dover Castle, Fort Burgoyne, Grand Shaft and Western Heights has been accepted.
When I was setting up and running tours at Fort Burgoyne, it was often commented how great it would be to do a Tour of the 3
major fortifications around Dover and I have been wanting to develop something for many years. The support I will be getting
from Visit Kent and also Dover District Council ( DDC are also partners in the programme) means we should at last be able to
organise these historic tours. We are still at the planning and developing stage, so it is early days, but I hope to run at least a pilot
and trial tour in the Autumn this year.
There is so much to consider, such as the Bats, other works
being conducted by English Heritage, DDC, and the Land
Trust, accessibility, inclusivity, timing, routes, refreshments,
target audience, insurance, guides, costs etc.
The idea is that once the programme has run its course
organisations will still be able to continue the projects with the
overall aim of extending the Tourism and visitor season.
I have several other ideas which may be able to be considered
once we have fully come out of lockdown and are operating
more or less as normal - though we have to accept there will
be a new “normal”.

The proposed tour will start on top of the Keep in the Great
Tower of Dover Castle , looking to the fortifications to the North
and West , Fort Burgoyne and Western Heights, respectively.
Noting the role the Castle has had from Roman times to the
Cold War, and especially the Siege of 1216, the tour will then
go to Fort Burgoyne and learn how and why this was built
facing inland rather than the sea. It is quite unique in still
having East and West Wing batteries and is really part of
Dover’s hidden history. From there, take in a lunch at the
Award Winning White Horse Inn, one of the oldest Inns in the
UK with a great history of it’s own and also a refuge for Cross
Channel Swimmers being so close to the beach. Then on to
the seafront walk, part of the Blue Bird Trail and on to the
Grand Shaft a unique triple helix staircase which takes you up
140 ft of cliff to where the Grand Shaft Barracks used to be.
Designed to get troops down from the barracks to the seafront as quickly as possible in the event of invasion from Napoleon.
(and also troops back to barracks after visiting various ale houses in Dover). After having a breather, the tour then takes in the
Western Heights battlements and Drop Redoubt. Depending on when the tour takes place, some parts may not be accessible
due to roosting bats which occupy parts of Fort Burgoyne, Drop Redoubt, but the tour is readily adaptable and could include
Archcliffe Fort.
I have been taking advice on running this type of tour and it has been suggested that the tour as initially proposed is too much for
one day and it could be run on consecutive days or split into two tours but nevertheless it is an exciting prospect.

I will keep you updated as to how this is developing but if you have any views on this, please do not hesitate to let me know.
chairman@dover-castle-friends.org
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BOOK REVIEW
On the face of it this may be just another book about Dover Castle, after
all there are literally hundreds and all have fairly similar themes. This one
hits you as being quite different even before you open it. It is larger and
heavier than most and evidently of the highest quality in both terms of
presentation but also in the content of narrative and images.
As mentioned in the preface, this book has taken some 11 years to complete and is the result of the Dover Castle Project which was about the
feasibility of presenting the modern day Keep in an authentic historic way
depicting life in an Angevin Court. Ironically, by way of comparison, the
Keep took only 9 years to build!
The current presentation of The Great Tower was opened on 1st August
2009 following nearly a year of intensive work and for 2 years prior to this
English Heritage had started looking at how the final product could be
achieved. Numerous people were involved including historians,
academics, archaeologists, specialist designers and fabricators, embroiderers and needleworkers, artists etc. Of course , as you walk around the
Great Tower you do appreciate how painstakingly the people who put it
all together must have worked to give it the authentic and real feel but
this book explains how this all came about.
What this book also does is emphasise the importance of Dover Castle to
England, not just in terms of a military nature but also in political terms.
When Henry II discovered that the King of France, Louis VII, was to visit
the tomb of Thomas Becket at Canterbury Cathedral in 1179, Henry
spent more on Dover Castle than all his other castles put together. Whilst King Louis’s visit was somewhat unexpected and Henry quite ill
prepared to organise the usual Court Train in time to meet the French King, which he did on Dover Beach, he was to make plans to ensure Dover
Castle was always ready to accommodate Royals and the like visiting England. During his reign, Henry spent overall, three times as much on
Dover than the next Royal fortification—Nottingham and 4 times more than Windsor Castle. (Estimated current value is around £12 million.)
The book also details how powerful Henry II was, not only as King of England but Duke of Normandy, Count of Anjou, Count of Nantes and Duke
of Aquitaine. He also controlled large parts of Wales and Ireland and the Duchy of Brittany. This was known as the Angevin Empire and he was
feared across Europe - no wonder why he wanted a Castle to mirror his power and esteem. Henry made 23 charters at Dover and visited many
times
This book contains so much detail but is also wonderfully illustrated, including reconstructions of how the Castle would have looked at various
times in it’s history. It takes you through the centuries, drawing on expert and specialist research and knowledge, to when the Office of Works took
over in 1930. There are numerous contributors explaining the archaeology, fabric, design and history and make references to other castles in
England and abroad which enriches overall knowledge not just of Dover Castle but also of England’s history.
This is not a paperback you can carry around
with you, picking up and putting down as you
wish. It is large and heavy and you need to
make time to read it properly but the layout of
the chapters means you are able to read, put
down and go back to. You can also choose to
read specific chapters as they do not necessarily follow on from each other and the
chapters are all suitably headed so you know
what the chapter will contain.
It cost me £30 which included a discount, but
is well worth it I feel. It is currently on sale in
Amazon for £35. It is described as a must for
Dover Castle enthusiasts - I would agree
with that!
Dover Castle aerial image - visible from mainland Europe - Dover - closest point to France
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STORYTELLING COMPETITION

ADULT WINNER

Old Knowledge: By Stephanie Upton.

(This is an extract)

Sid sat, staring at the television. He hated that evil machine which contained the image of Boris Johnson. That man had just shut
down his life! He felt lost; there would be no more visits to town, no library, no lunch club, and no trips to the pub. What was he to
do every day? His eyes bored into the television, he was expecting the Prime Minister to answer him, but he didn’t! In annoyance,
he abruptly turned off the dreaded machine and sat back in his chair. His thoughts then turned to Dover Castle, what would happen
to the tourists? He shuddered as he realised his voluntary work would stop, there would be no more people to engage with once a
week. He stood up, felt giddy and sat down again. He had no one; he was totally on his own for the foreseeable future. He hadn’t
stockpiled his food as all the youngsters had done, so how was he supposed to shop if he shouldn’t go out? Then there was his
medication; how would he manage?
A plague had hit the world, the black death all over again. But Coronavirus felt different; it seemed to be aimed mainly at the old
and frail, survival of the fittest as Darwin would say! His life was at risk; in fact, his life could soon be over! If he wanted to survive,
he had to stay in and self-isolate; he knew he had no choice! Sid’s eyes fell on his painting of Dover Castle which loomed above his
Chesterfield sofa. The Castle stood proud, almost with a godlike appearance as it watched over its town and surrounding sea. He
knew the Castle had always protected England, but it couldn’t protect England from a plague! The grandfather clock ticked loudly
in the background. Sid knew he needed to start his evening meal, but he couldn’t muster up the energy to move from his lounge.
He lit the large log-burner and watched the flames as they began to take hold. The wood smoke filled his lungs as he breathed in
the comforting smell and leaned closer to gain the maxim heat. He smirked as he remembered his mother screaming at him for
getting too close to open fires; his childhood during the war had been hard. Those bombs and shells regularly assaulting Dover had
killed so many people. Then he frowned, but it had been fun playing hide and seek in the rubble of the damaged buildings! As he
stoked the fire, he recalled meeting Peggy in Maison Dieu House. At least, that had been one of the few buildings restored after
the war.
Sid’s heart jumped as he heard a knock at the front door. No one ever called in the evenings.
“Who is it?” he shouted as he stumbled towards the hallway.
“It’s Susan, from next door,” a woman’s voice answered.
Uneasily, he slightly opened the heavy wooden door of his thirteenth-century cottage. Susan looked so thin and insignificant as
she stood in the rain with her umbrella. He opened the door wider. “Why don’t you step into my porch,” he gestured as he moved
two meters back into his hallway.
“Thank you; I will, the rain is getting heavy now.” She folded up her soaking umbrella and shook the water over his red
quarry tiles. Then she threw him a little smile. “I just wondered if you’d like me to do your shopping for you. I can collect any
medication too if you like?” She gently wiped a drop of water as it trickled down her face. “I tend to do a large shop in Dover, on a
Sunday for mum and me. So, I could collect your shopping as well.” Her lank brown hair was beginning to drip now. “I’ve just started helping out at the village shop, so I can also get anything you need from there.” Her eyes scanned his hallway. “How are you
going to manage, Mr Hawes?”
“I’ll be fine; I’ve had to cope on my own for many years.”
“Yes, but you know you can’t go out now?”
“So, Boris tells me! And I’m not happy about it either! I usually go out every day.” He sighed, “But I know I can’t do that
anymore, so yes, please, I’d be grateful if you would do my shopping. It’s kind of you to help me.”
“We all have to help each other. I bet you’ve helped many people in your time.”
“But I’m not sure I like being the one who needs help! I’ve never had to rely on anyone,” he chortled.
“It happens to us all at some point,” she replied. “You must stay at home.” Then she waved her hand towards his hallway.
“I love your old photos of Dover.” Her eyes turned back towards him. “I don’t suppose you have any photos of the village in the
1940s? It’s just that I’ve set up a new Facebook page for the village shop, and I’m doing a big build-up for the 75th Anniversary of
V.E Day. I’m asking everyone for any old photos or stories.”
With a grunt, he asked, “What exactly is Facebook?”

Runner Up—2nd
3rd
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Sharon Lesley Scott
Louise Legrand

STORYTELLING COMPETITION continued
Under 18 Winner Joshua Manton
This is an extract
“We are now six weeks into government lockdown, and yes, I have struggled like many others, with the social
aspects of isolation, from time-to-time. Yet it has given me time to sit back and really appreciate what I have
right here, at home and re-evaluate what I can do to help, and what is important to me. I always knew my
mum was a strong and independent lady, yet recently I have had the absolute privilege of spending my every
waking hour with what I now know 100% is the best woman I could meet, she has juggled her own college
course, housework, gardening, 3 pets, my home education prep, shopping, dog walking, emails, facetime,
phone-calls and even helping the neighbours with boiler problems by passing hosepipe over wall to fill buckets
for baths, ordering groceries for the vulnerable neighbours nearby making sure they have everything they
need, with all this with a smile on her face, her giggling away at any opportunity, helping me when I am stuck
with schoolwork”
Sounds like he could nominate his mum for “Mum of the Year” - lovely sentiments.
Runners –Up

2nd

Olivia Gough

3rd

Freddie

Under 11 Winner Mahima aged 9
An extract …….

Runners-Up

2nd

Ruby Roberts

3rd

Scarlett Underwood

The Committee of the Friends of Dover Castle would like to thank everyone who participated in the Storytelling and Art Competitions.
We would also like to thank all the Members of the Friends of Dover Castle for remaining loyal during these trying times and we look
forward to organising events and tours again at the Castle.
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SANDWICH DELF
As Chairman of the Friends of Dover Castle I receive many requests throughout the year, most of them relevant to Dover Castle,
such as Birth records of people born in the Castle, families who think their ancestors served in Dover Castle or more general
enquiries about the Castle. Some I am able to answer, many I have to refer to others who will be able to answer better than I could.
Recently, I was asked by Stephen Fuller to discuss the Sandwich Delf and becoming a charity and having a Friends of the Delf. To
be honest I had never heard of the Sandwich Delf.
The Delf is a watercourse which was developed in Medieval times to provide fresh water to the inhabitants of Sandwich who had
only had access to saline water from tidal areas such as the River Stour. Only the wealthy were able to afford to dig deep wells and
so a waterway was developed bringing fresh water from the Roaring Gutter in the centre of Lydden Valley to the south east of
Sandwich. This unique and historic water system dates to 1206 and is in danger of such deterioration that parts may collapse and
be permanently lost and so a group has formed to save the Delf and are becoming a Registered Charity to be known as the
Sandwich Delf Trust. Stephen Fuller, or more correctly Dr Stephen Fuller is leading the campaign team in securing funds from the
Heritage Lottery Fund and was asking me about setting up a Friends Association.

Much of the watercourse in Sandwich is covered by buildings and roads so there are a
series of tunnels beneath Sandwich which have been reinforced over the years with brick
and ironworks. In ancient times most of the watercourse would have been open with a
series of sluices to keep it flowing. Being an open watercourse care had to eb taken to ensure tidal saltwater could not get into the
fresh water supply which would have contaminated the watercourse.
There was an interesting case in 1538 when the Delf Tide
Mill was forced to be demolished for fear its operation caused
harm to the Fresh water system. The corn mill took in
saltwater at high tide and released it at low tide to generate
the power to grind corn. A high level report concluded that
the mill did not cause harm yet permission was still granted to
demolish the mill.
(Details taken from the book Sandwich Delf, written by Stephen Fuller, published 2018 by Dr Stephen Fuller)
I remember years ago when I was only about 9 or 10, I visited a house in Sandwich which had water under the floorboards - I thought it was cool to have a river underneath your
house. They led me to believe Sandwich was the Venice of
England! It all makes perfect sense now.
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HERITAGE OPEN DAYS 2021

I recently met with Diederik Smet, the Destination Dover Manager, and other people involved in local heritage sites with a view to
getting together to put forward an interesting itinerary for the Heritage Open Days which is an annual event in England to
celebrate history, culture and architecture. This year the Heritage Open Days will take place between September 10th to 19th. It
is likely that Dover will focus on the Saturdays of 11th and 18th where we will be part of the local heritage group putting on a host
of activities across the town. We will also be supporting others with their activities and this event also allows us to promote
ourselves and the Castle.
If any members would like to support us with the Heritage Open Days (Saturdays) please do not hesitate to let me know - the
more volunteers we get, the more we can do as part of this national event.
One of the Heritage sites which will open as part of the Heritage Open Days Event is St Edmunds Chapel, tucked away between
Biggin Street and Priory Road. It’s probably silly to say tucked away as it was built long before any other buildings which were
obviously built around it - in fact it was due to be demolished by
the Council in the 1960’s. It is the second oldest building in
Dover’s Town Centre, after the Maison Dieu, being consecrated
in 1253. Most people walk through the pathway named “
St Edmunds Walk” without even noticing this small building

which is only ever open during Heritage Open days and special
events. It was built by the monks of the Priory of St Martin for the
poor to have their own cemetery with its own chapel. Many
pilgrims to Thomas Becket’s tomb in Canterbury Cathedral were
poor and taken ill and died whilst on the pilgrimages so it was not just local people needing a burial sites and chapel. The ground
was consecrated by the Bishop of Chichester in 1253 and the Chapel is the only one in England to have been dedicated by one
English Saint to another English Saint. Edmund Rich was Archbishop of Canterbury 1234-1240 and had been born in Abingdon.
He was educated at Oxford University and later taught there with Richard de la Wyche as one of his understudies. In 1240,
Edmund, accompanied by Richard, set out to travel to Rome to appeal to the Pope who had instructed 300 English benefices to
be assigned to Romans but unfortunately Edmund became ill at the Abbey of Pontigny in France and decided to return home, but
shortly after died with his body returned to Pontigny for burial. Edmund was canonised in 1246.
In 1253, Richard, now the Bishop of Chichester (1244) was raising funds for the 7th Crusade on behalf of Pope Innocent IV and
stayed in the Maison Dieu in Dover and whilst there was asked to consecrate the chapel in honour of St Edmund of Abingdon .
The Dedication took place on 30th March 1253 but the next day Bishop Richard was taken ill and died on 3rd April in the Maison
Dieu. His body was taken to Chichester for burial but his internal organs were removed and placed in a leather pouch and placed
in a Cist under the chapel’s alter. (Similarly some of Edmunds remains had been returned to Dover for placing in the Cist under
the alter). Hence Saint Richard Dedicated Saint Edmunds Chapel in 1253.
Father Tanner became the parish priest of St Paul’s Roman Catholic Church in 1958 and was the driving force behind saving St
Edmund’s chapel and following the restoration in 1968, the chapel was reconsecrated by Archbishop Cowderoy of Southwark
and in attendance was the Mayor of Abingdon, Leslie Steggles, who ironically was from Dover and had been educated at Dover
Boys Grammar School. Strangely, Father Tanner was transferred to the smallest parish in the Diocese at Goudhurst with no
explanation. He appealed to Rome but this failed and later he worked with Drug Rehabilitation in London. He died in Leominster
in 1982 but he must had such a love for Dover that he had his ashes buried in St Edmunds Chapel.
Make sure you take the chance to visit St Edmunds Chapel during Heritage Open Days
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EVENTS at DOVER CASTLE

DOVER at WAR Saturday 29th-Monday 31st May 2021
Travel back in time to discover what life was like in Dover during WW2. Booking is still required.
WEEKENDS at DOVER CASTLE
On the weekends during May and June, step back in time to 1941, when Dover Castle found itself at the centre of “Hellfire
Corner”.
On the weekends of July onwards, travel back in time to the Medieval world of courtly intrigue and meet members of King
Henry II’s court.

Henry II was actually born in Normandy France and was the great grandson of William the Conqueror. He became Duke of
Normandy by the time he was 18 and at the age of 19 he married Eleanor of Aquitaine only 8 weeks after the annulment of her
marriage to King Louis VII of France. Henry acceded to the English Throne in 1154 following a civil war named The Anarchy
(1135-1153) which was basically a battle of succession after Henry I’s only legitimate son and heir, William, died at sea in the
White Ship tragedy in 1120. Henry had wanted his daughter Empress Matilda to be installed as Heir but all attempts failed resulting in his nephew, Stephen de Blois, taking the Crown on Henry’s death in 1135. The Anarchy continued and Henry Fitzempress
made several military expeditions to England with Stephen agreeing succession would go to Matilda’s son Henry, which it did in
1154 when Stephen died. Henry II was the first king of the House of Plantagenet and of the Angevin Empire and although
French he did so much to make England a powerful nation and create a genuinely English Monarchy. He and Eleanor had 8
children, of which 5 were sons, William, Henry, Richard, Geoffrey and John and this family had numerous tensions including
revolts, particularly by Young Henry who aspired to hold many lands in his name. In fact Young Henry led a rebellion with angry
Barons in Aquitaine following his brother becoming Duke of Aquitaine in 1179. War between the brothers broke out in 1183 and
King Henry with Richard mounted a counter campaign in Aquitaine which became unnecessary as Young Henry caught a fever
and died.
The feuds were mainly over lands in France, Normandy, Brittany, Aquitaine, Anjou and of course Henry’s feud with his former
chancellor, Archbishop of Canterbury Thomas Becket who was assassinated in 1170 in the King’s name. Henry II was largely
responsible for creating an effective system of Law and became powerful and wealthy, his Royal Court became the envy of
Europe - another reason he spent so much on Dover Castle, it would be the first place European courtiers stayed in, during trips
to and from the continent.
If anyone ever asks you why has Dover Castle been interpreted as the Court of King Henry II, well he basically built the keep and
showed it off to anyone who was anyone during his reign
GHOSTHUNTING September 18th—19th 2021 overnight

This is run by Essex Ghost Hunters - it is not an English Heritage Event. £75
See www.essexghosthunters.co.uk/events/dover-castle
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